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I. INTRODUCTION

Very high resolution radars are becoming technologies
of great interest. These systems are able to acquire
more than one detection for each target per frame.
The tracking literature is replete with approaches that make
the hypothesis of at most one detection per target, see
for instance [1]–[4]. However, in recent years some target
tracking researchers have removed that hypothesis: This is
extended target tracking(ETT). A tutorial introduction to
ETT is given in [5].
The literature contains several different approaches to

the ETT problem. By using clustering and centroid extrac-
tion on the data in a preprocessing step, the processed data
can be fed into a point target tracking algorithm [1]. Dedi-
cated ETT algorithms avoid such preprocessing and instead
work directly on the sets of detections. Typically, the mea-
surement process is modeled by a cardinality distribution
and a spatial density. The cardinality distribution models
the number of detections from a target, and the Poisson dis-
tribution is a common choice [6], [7]. The spatial density
models how the measurements are distributed around the
target.
Spatial density models are used for estimating both

kinematic parameters and shape parameters of extended
targets. There are several different spatial density models
in the literature, e.g., the random matrix model [8], [9],
the random hypersurface model [10], and models based on
Gaussian processes [11]–[13]. Introductions to these mod-
els can be found in [5]. In this paper, we use the random
matrix model, which to date is one of the more common
spatial density models.
The random matrix model is based on the assumption

that the target’s shape can be approximated by an ellipse,
and the spatial spread of the detections can be modeled by
a Gaussian distribution whose covariance is proportional
to target’s elliptic extent. Several improvements and exten-
sions of the original random matrix model [8] have been
presented, e.g., improved measurement noise modeling [9],
[14], improved motion modeling [15], and tracking un-
der kinematic constraints [16]. Further, the random matrix
model has been extended to modeling of nonellipsoidal
targets based on representing the target’s shape by a com-
bination of ellipses [17], [18]. The random matrix model
is applied to tracking of multiple sea vessels, ranging from
large ships to smaller boats, using marine X-band radar
data in [19]. The problem of conversion of polar/bistatic
data to Cartesian coordinates within the random matrix
model is addressed and tested on real data in [20] and
[21]. The random matrix model has also been integrated
into multiple ETT frameworks, e.g., probability hypothesis
density (PHD) filter [22]–[24], cardinalizedPHD(CPHD)fil-
ter [25], generalized labeled multi-Bernoulli (GLMB) filter
and labeled multi-Bernoulli (LMB) filter [26], [27], Poisson
multi-Bernoulli mixture (PMBM) filter [28], or probabilistic
multihypothesis tracking (PMHT
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network of multiple sensors and focus on the spatial den-
sity modeling. The multiple sensor extension is by no means
straightforward: The extent of the target differs when it is
observed from different perspectives. The scope of this pa-
per is limited by the assumption that there are no clutter
measurements and there is exactly one target present in the
surveillance area, see also [8] and [9]. Four different mul-
tisensor (MS) measurement updates are presented; three
updates based on a parametric density representation of the
extended target state distribution, and one update based on a
Rao–Blackwellized (RB) particle representation of the ex-
tended target state distribution. The updates are evaluated
and compared in an extensive simulation study using two
kinds of simulators evaluating the performance varying the
numbers of particles, the numbers of detections per target,
the numbers of sensors, and the noise levels. Results show
that the RB particle filter gives best results at the price of
higher computational cost.
This paper extends the preliminary work [31] by adding

the following:

1) Extended descriptions of the four updates;
2) An analysis of the differences and similarities between
the three updates based on a Gaussian-inverse Wishart
(GIW) extended target state probability density function
(pdf);

3) An evaluation of the performance for different numbers
of sensors and numbers of detections per sensor;

4) An evaluation of the performance for different measure-
ment noise levels.

Furthermore, in [21], a closed-form solution for fusing
MS radar data into the random matrix framework has al-
ready been proposed by the authors. In this paper, other
three MS approaches (two based on a parametric density
representation of the extended target state distribution and
one relied upon an RB particle representation of the ex-
tended target state distribution) are proposed and compared,
in an extensive simulation study, with the approach in [21],
here calledfusion approximation(FA).
Some notations that are used throughout this paper is

listed in Table I. This paper is organized as follows. Prob-
lem formulation is given in Section II. The main contribu-
tion, i.e., the four multiple sensor updates, is presented in
Section III. For completeness, extended target prediction
is reviewed in Section IV. Results from an extensive nu-
merical simulation study are presented in Section V. Con-
clusions and future developments are drawn in Section VI.
Finally, Appendix A reviews the SS updates, whereas Ap-
pendix B details the derivations for the two proposed ap-
proaches based on a parametric density representation of
the extended target state distribution.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a multistatic radar system that consists ofS
sensors that acquire data within the same surveillance area.
Consider also that all the acquired measurements from theS
sensors are converted into a common Cartesian space. The

TABLE I
Notations

•Rnis the set of real column vectors of lengthn,Sn++is the set of
symmetric positive definiten×nmatrices, andNis the set of
nonnegative integers.
•N(x;m,P)denotes a multivariate Gaussian pdf over the vector
x∈Rnxwith mean vectorm∈Rnx, and covariance matrixP∈Snx++.
•IWd(X;v, V)denotes an inverse Wishart pdf over the matrix
X∈Sd++with scalar degrees of freedomv>2dand parameter matrix
V∈Sd++, see, e.g., [32, Definition 3.4.1]

IWd(X;v, V)=
2−
v−d−1
2 det(V)

v−d−1
2

d
v−d−1
2 det(X)

v

2

etr−
1

2
X−1V (1)

where etr(·)=exp(tr(·)) is exponential of the matrix trace indicated by
tr(·), det(·) is the determinant operator, andd(·) is the multivariate
gamma function. The multivariate gamma function d(·) can be
expressed as a product of the ordinary gamma function (·), see [32, Th.
1.4.1].
•Wd(X;w, W)denotes a Wishart pdf over the matrixX∈S

d
++with

scalar degrees of freedomw≥dand parameter matrixW∈Sd++, see,
e.g., [32, Definition 3.2.1]

Wd(X;w, W)=
2−
wd
2 det(X)

w−d−1
2

d
w
2 det(W)

w
2
etr−

1

2
W−1X . (2)

•Expected prior extentX̂k|k−1[32]

X̂k|k−1=
Vk|k−1

vk|k−1−2d−2
(3)

whereVk|k−1is the predicted scale matrix andvk|k−1are the predicted
degrees of freedom.
•Expected added effect of the expected prior extentX̂k|k−1and sensor
noise represented by the covariance matrix for thesth sensor’s
measurement noise at timek, i.e.,Rsk, normalized by number of
detectionsnsk

Ŷsk|k−1=
ρX̂k|k−1+R

s
k

nsk
(4)

whereρis a scaling factor.
•Centroid measurementz̄skand measurement spreadZ

s
kforsth sensor are

z̄sk=
1

nsk

nsk

j=1

z
s,j
k ; Zsk=

nsk

j=1

z
s,j
k −z̄

s
k z

s,j
k −z̄

s
k

T

(5)

wherez
s,j
k is thejth measurement for thesth sensor at timekand (·)

Tis
the transpose operator. Note: measurement spread is not equivalent to
sample covariance.
•Cholesky factorization of positive definite matrixAis denoted

A= A
1
2
T

A
1
2=A

T
2A

1
2. (6)

For brevity, we denote the transpose of the upper triangular matrixA
1
2by

A
T
2.
•Delta function forXd, space of alld×dmatrices

δ(X)=0ifX=0d,forX∈Xd (7)

X
δ(X)dX=1 (8)

where0dis ad×dall-zero-matrix. For brevity, we use the following
notationδX(Y)=δ(X−Y).
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conversion is taken into account, thanks to proper noise
covariance matrices [20], [21]. Inside the surveillance area,
an extended target is located. The extended target state is
modeled by a kinematic vectorxkand an extent matrixXk.
The kinematic vector describes the target’s position as well
as motion parameters such as velocity and turn-rate. The
extent matrix describes the target’s spatial extent, under an
assumption that the shape is approximated by an ellipse.
The set of target measurements acquired at timekby

thesth sensor is denoted as

Zsk= z
s,j
k

nsk

j=1
(9)

wherez
s,j
k are the measurements andn

s
kis the number of

measurement for thesth sensor at timek. The detections
z
s,j
k for thesth sensor at timekare assumed independent
and each sensorsacquiresnskmeasurements of the target
at timek. The full set of detections at timekis the union of
the sets of detections from theS∈Nsensors

Zck=

S

s=1

Zsk. (10)

LetZc,k= Zc
k

=0
denotes all such measurement sets up

to, and including, timek.
The problem considered in this paper is that of MS

measurement update, i.e., given a prior distribution for the
extended target state

p(xk,Xk|Z
c,k−1) (11a)

find the posterior distribution

p(xk,Xk|Z
c,k). (11b)

This is achieved using the Bayes’ update

p(xk,Xk|Z
c,k)

=
pZck|xk,Xk p(xk,Xk|Z

c,k−1)

pZck|xk,Xk p(xk,Xk|Z
c,k−1)dxkdXk

(12)

where

pZck|xk,Xk

=p Zckxk,Xk,n
s
k
S

s=1
p nsk

S

s=1
xk,Xk (13)

is the MS measurement likelihood with cardinal-
ity distributionp({nsk}

S
s=1|xk,Xk) and spatial density

p(Zck|xk,Xk,{n
s
k}
S
s=1). This likelihood describes, for a tar-

get with statexk,Xk, how many detections the sensors will
give, and how the detections are distributed spatially around
the target. Modeling the cardinality distribution and esti-
mating the number of detections is outside the scope of this
paper; we refer the readers to the literature, e.g., [6], [7],
and [33].
The MS measurement likelihood, conditioned on the

extended target statexk,Xkand the number of detections

nsk, i.e., the spatial density, is here modeled as

p Zckxk,Xk,n
s
k
S

s=1

=

S

s=1

nsk

j=1

N z
s,j
k ;Hkxk,ρXk+R

s
k (14)

whereHkis a measurement model at timekthat selects
the position components in the state vector,ρis a scaling
factor, andRskis a covariance matrix for thesth sensor’s
measurement noise at timek. This model can be understood
to model the detections as being located on the target’s
extent and corrupted by Gaussian measurement noise with
zero mean and covarianceRsk.

1

We consider two different parameterizations of the prior
and posterior densities (11): factorizedGIWdensity and RB
particle representation.
For Gaussian distributed detections with negligible

measurement noise (Rsk≈0), the conjugate prior for un-
knownxkand unknownXkis aGIWdistribution [8]

p(xk,Xk|Z
c,k−1)=p(xk|Xk,Z

c,k−1)p(Xk|Z
c,k−1) (15a)

=N xk;mk|k−1,Pk|k−1⊗Xk

×IWd Xk;vk|k−1,Vk|k−1 (15b)

wheremk|k−1andPk|k−1are the prior kinematic state esti-
mation and covariance, respectively,vk|k−1andVk|k−1are
the prior degrees of freedom and scale matrix, respectively,
and⊗indicates the Kronecker product.
In the SS case, the posterior distribution

p(xk,Xk|Z
c,k)=p(xk|Xk,Z

c,k)p(Xk|Z
c,k) (15c)

=N xk;mk|k,Pk|k⊗Xk

×IWd Xk;vk|k,Vk|k (15d)

wheremk|kandPk|kare the posterior kinematic state estima-
tion and covariance, respectively, andvk|kandVk|kare the
posterior degrees of freedom and scale matrix, respectively.
The posterior distribution can be computed analytically,
see [8].
However, in most scenarios the measurement noise is

not negligible [9], and in this case the posterior distri-
bution cannot be computed analytically. Instead approxi-
mate methods are necessary. When the measurement noise
is nonnegligible, prior work, see, e.g., [9] and [34], has
shown that it is beneficial to factorize the prior and posterior

1For brevity and notational simplicity, the dependence of the covariances
(Rsk

CMRE Reprint Series
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distributions approximately as

p(xk,Xk|Z
c,k−1)≈p(xk|Z

c,k−1)p(Xk|Z
c,k−1) (16a)

=N xk;mk|k−1,Pk|k−1

×IWd Xk;vk|k−1,Vk|k−1 (16b)

p(xk,Xk|Z
c,k)≈p(xk|Z

c,k)p(Xk|Z
c,k) (16c)

=N xk;mk|k,Pk|k

×IWd Xk;vk|k,Vk|k . (16d)

For the SS case, the update can no longer be computed
analytically. In the literature, there are approximate up-
dates based on, e.g., Cholesky factorization [9], variational
Bayesian approximation [14], and linearization of the log
likelihood [35].
In this paper, we consider the MS case and compare

four different updates. The first three updates are based on
factorizedGIWapproximations (16) of the extended target
state distribution that are as follows:

1) An update based on approximate fusion, proposed
in [21];

2) A MS generalization of the SS update from [9];
3) A MS generalization of the SS update from [35].

The SS updates [9], [35] are reviewed in Appendix A.
The fourth update assumes an RB particle representation of
the extended target state distribution, with a Gaussian distri-
bution for the kinematic state and a particle approximation
of the extent state distribution

p(xk,Xk|Z
c,k−1)≈p(xk|Z

c,k−1)p(Xk|Z
c,k−1) (17a)

=N xk;mk|k−1,Pk|k−1

×

Np

i=1

w(i)k|k−1δXk X
(i)
k (17b)

p(xk,Xk|Z
c,k)≈p(xk|Z

c,k)p(Xk|Z
c,k) (17c)

=N xk;mk|k,Pk|k

×

Np

i=1

w(i)k|kδXk X
(i)
k (17d)

wherew(i)k|k−1andw
(i)
k|kare the predicted and posterior

weights of the particlei, respectively, and Dirac’s delta
function is defined in Table I.2

To summarize, finding the posterior distribution (11b),
given the prior (11a) and the likelihood (14), means to do
one of the following two points.

2It is possible to approximate the full extended target distribution by a
particle filter, thereby obtaining a full particle filter solution. However,
this drastically increases the size of the state space that must be sampled.
Empirically, we have found that the RB particle representation (17) is a
better tradeoff between the performance and the computational burden
of the algorithm. Other more computationally demanding options include
running a Kalman filter for each particle.

1) If a parametricGIWrepresentation is used for the prior
distribution, the posteriorGIWparameters

mk|k,Pk|k,vk|k,Vk|k (18)

are computed, given a set of detectionsZckand the prior
GIWparameters.

mk|k−1,Pk|k−1,vk|k−1,Vk|k−1 (19)

2) If an RB representation is used for the prior distribution,
the posterior RB parameters

mk|k,Pk|k,w
(i)
k|k,X

(i)
k|k (20)

are computed given a set of detectionsZckand the prior
RB parameters

mk|k−1,Pk|k−1,w
(i)
k|k−1,X

(i)
k|k−1 . (21)

In Section III, we present four different MS updates
that are valid forS∈Nsensors; for the sake of clarity the
SS case (S=1) is reviewed in Appendix A. Analysis of
the extended target prediction, i.e., using a motion model
to compute the priorp(xk,Xk|Z

c,k−1),given the posterior
p(xk,Xk|Z

c,k), is outside the scope of this paper. In Sec-
tion IV, we review the standard prediction.

III. MULTISENSOR UPDATES

This section presents the kinematic state update and four
different MS updates. Section III-A gives the kinematic
state update, which is the same for all updates. This is
followed by the particle update. Section III-C presents the
inverse Wishart updates, with a discussion about similarities
and differences.
When the random matrix model is used with nonnegli-

gible measurement noise—as is the case in this paper—the
posterior extent state distribution can typically not be eval-
uated in closed form. Different approaches exist for the
single-sensor inverse Wishart case, and here these are gen-
eralized to multiple sensors. Additionally, an update for a
particle approximation of the extent state density is also
presented.

A. Gaussian Kinematic State Update

The kinematic state is updated as follows:

mMSk|k=mk|k−1+K
c
k|k−1 z̄

c
k|k−1−Hkmk|k−1 (22a)

PMSk|k=Pk|k−1−K
c
k|k−1HkPk|k−1 (22b)

where

Ŷck|k−1=

S

s=1

Ŷsk|k−1
−1

−1

(22c)

Sck|k−1=HkPk|k−1H
T

k+Ŷ
c
k|k−1 (22d)

Kck|k−1=Pk|k−1H
T

k S
c
k|k−1

−1
(22e)

z̄ck|k−1=Ŷ
c
k|k−1

S

s=1

Ŷsk|k−1
−1
z̄sk

CMRE Reprint Series
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and̄zskandŶ
s
k|k−1are defined in Table I. IfS=1,the MS

update kinematic state update (22) reduces to the SS update
presented in Appendix A-A. The kinematic measurement
update equations presented in this section are the same as
measurement fusion Method II in [36] whennsk=1forall
theSsensors and the extent is known.

B. Inverse Wishart Extent Updates

1)FFK Generalization: The MS generalization of
the Feldmann, Franken and Koch (FFK) SS update
[9] (MSFFK), see Appendix A-B1, is

vMSFFKk|k =vk|k−1+

S

s=1

nsk (23a)

VMSFFKk|k =Vk|k−1+

S

s=1

Zsk|k−1+L
c
k|k−1 (23b)

where

Zsk|k−1=X̂
T
2

k|k−1 Ŷ
s
k|k−1

−T2Zsk Ŷ
s
k|k−1

−12X̂
1
2

k|k−1 (23c)

Lck|k−1=X̂
T
2

k|k−1 S
c
k|k−1

−T2Nck|k−1 S
c
k|k−1

−12X̂
1
2

k|k−1

(23d)

Nck|k−1= z̄ck|k−1−Hkmk|k−1 z̄
c
k|k−1−Hkmk|k−1

T

(23e)

and̄zck|k−1andS
c
k|k−1are defined in (22), andX̂k|k−1,Z

s
kand

Ŷsk|k−1are defined in Table I. See Appendix B-A for proof
details.
2)ULL Generalization: The MS generalization of the

unbiased log-likelihood linearization (MSULL) SS update
[35], see Appendix A-B2, is

vMSULLk|k =vk|k−1+

S

s=1

nsk (24a)

VMSULLk|k =Vk|k−1+

S

s=1

Msk|k−1 (24b)

where

Msk|k−1=n
s
kX̂k|k−1+n

s
kρX̂k|k−1(C

s
k|k−1)

−1

×
Zsk
nsk
+Nsk|k−1−C

s
k|k−1 (C

s
k|k−1)

−1X̂k|k−1

(24c)

Nsk|k−1= z̄sk−Hkmk|k−1 z̄
s
k−Hkmk|k−1

T
(24d)

Csk|k−1=HkPk|k−1H
T

k+ρX̂k|k−1+R
s
k (24e)

andX̂k|k−1is defined in Table I. See Appendix B-B for
proof details.
3)Fusion Approximation: The following update is

based on FA and was presented in [21]

vFAk|k=vk|k−1+

S

s=1

nsk (25a)

VFAk|k=Vk|k−1+Z
c
k|k−1+L

c
k|k−1 (25b)

whereLck|k−1was defined in (23d)

c
k|k−1=

1

nk

S

s=1

nsk ρX̂k|k−1+R
s
k (25c)

Zck|k−1=X̂
T
2

k|k−1
c
k|k−1

−T2Zck
c
k|k−1

−12X̂
1
2

k|k−1 (25d)

Zck=

S

s=1

nsk

j=1

z
s,j
k −z̄k z

s,j
k −z̄k

T

(25e)

z̄k=
1

nk

S

s=1

nsk

j=1

z
s,j
k . (25f)

The total number of measurements isnk=
S
s=1n

s
k,

andX̂k|k−1is defined in Table I.
4)Discussion: The following important similarities

between the MSULL, MSFFK, and FA updates can be
noted.
First, all three updates rely on the assumption that

the true extentXkcan be accurately approximated by
the predicted extent estimateX̂k|k−1. The MSULL update
is derived by first linearizing the log likelihood around
(xk,Xk)= x̂k|k−1,̂Xk|k−1, and then modifying to make
the update unbiased. The MSFFK and FA updates use
Cholesky factorizations to reformulate functions of the ex-
tentXk, followed by zeroth-order Taylor approximations of
nonlinear functions of the extent.
For example, using Cholesky factorization, we can write

ρXk+R
s
k

nsk
=
ρXk+R

s
k

nsk

T
2 ρXk+R

s
k

nsk

1
2

(26a)

=
ρXk+R

s
k

nsk

T
2

X
T
2

k

−1

Xk X
1
2

k

−1 ρXk+R
s
k

nsk

1
2

.

(26b)

Approximating the matrix square-roots using zeroth-order
Taylor expansion aroundXk=X̂k|k−1, we get the approxi-

mationsX
1
2

k≈X̂
1
2

k|k−1and

ρXk+R
s
k

nsk

1
2

≈
ρX̂k|k−1+R

s
k

nsk

1
2

= Ŷsk|k−1
1
2.

(26c)
Inserting into (26b) gives the approximation

ρXk+R
s
k

nsk
≈ Ŷsk|k−1

T
2X̂
−T2
k|k−1XkX̂

−12
k|k−1 Ŷ

s
k|k−1

1
2 (26d)

which is linear in the extent stateXk.
Unless there is accurate prior information about the

size of the extended target, initially the assumption that
Xk≈X̂k|k−1
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could be less accurate, which would af-
fect the estimation performance. However, empirical evi-
dence shows that this inaccuracy is overcome within a few
timesteps, and the estimate converges such that the pre-
dicted expected value is close to being equal to the true
extent matrix.
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Second, in all of the updates, the inverse Wishart degrees
of freedom is updated in the same way: By adding the
total number of detections in the setZck, see (23a), (24a),
and (25a).
Third, all three updates of the inverse Wishart scale ma-

trix add matrices that are related to the measurement spread,
and the spread of the centroid measurement around the pre-
dicted position. To see this, we first rewrite the MSULL
update matricesMsk|k−1as

Msk|k−1=Z
s
k|k−1+N

s
k|k−1

+nskX̂k|k−1−n
s
kρX̂k|k−1(C

s
k|k−1)

−1X̂k|k−1
(27a)

where

Zsk|k−1=ρX̂k|k−1(C
s
k|k−1)

−1Zsk(C
s
k|k−1)

−1X̂k|k−1 (27b)

Nsk|k−1=n
s
kρX̂k|k−1(C

s
k|k−1)

−1Nsk|k−1(C
s
k|k−1)

−1X̂k|k−1.

(27c)

Note that the MSULL scale matrix update (24b) adds
the sum ofMsk|k−1to the predicted scale matrix.

Comparing the three updates, we see that S
s=1Z

s
k|k−1

in (23b) andZck|k−1in (25b) are analogous to
S
s=1Z

s
k|k−1,

as they describe the spread of the measurements around the
centroid measurement. For MSFFK and MSULL, we have
sums over the spreads for the individual sensors, whereas
FA computes the spread for all measurements from all sen-
sors. Furthermore, we also see thatLck|k−1in (23b) and (25b)

is analogous to S
s=1N

s
k|k−1, as they describe the spread of

the centroid around the predicted measurementHkmk|k−1.
Here, MSFFK and FA describe the spread around the cen-
troid for all sensors, whereas MSULL has a sum of the
spreads around the individual sensor centroids.

C. Particle Approximation Extent Update

Assume that at timek−1, a set of weighted particles
representing the posterior is available

w(i)k−1,X
(i)
k−1

Np

i=1
(28)

pXk−1|Z
c,k−1 ≈

Np

i=1

w(i)k−1δX(i)k−1
(Xk−1). (29)

The logarithm of the single-sensor likelihood for thesth
sensor, see (14), can be approximated as

logpZskxk,Xk,n
s
k =−

nsk
2
log det(ρXk+R

s
k)

−
1

2

nsk

j=1

z
s,j
k −Hkxk

T

(ρXk+R
s
k)
−1 z

s,j
k −Hkxk

+const. (30)

Similarly to how in the kinematic state update where the
extent state is approximated by its predicted expected value
[see (4) and (22)], here we approximate the kinematic state
by its predicted expected value in order to split the estima-
tion problem into two parts: kinematic and extent. Thus, this

Algorithm 1:Particle Filter Algorithm.

At timek≥1
•Sampling Step

-Fori=1,...,Np, sampleX
(i)
k ∼q·|X

(i)
k−1,Z

c
k,

setw(i)k =Lk Z
c
k|X

(i)
k w(i)k−1. (38)

- Normalize weights:
Np
i=1w

(i)
k =1.

•Resampling Step

- Resamplew(i)k,X
(i)
k

Np

i=1
to getw(i)k,X

(i)
k

Np

i=1
.

approximation avoids to jointly sample both the states (i.e.,
the extent state and the kinematic state) strongly reducing
the computational burden of the proposed approach.
Thus, we approximatexk≈mk|k−1, and the SS log-

likelihood approximation (30) can be rewritten as

logpZskxk,Xk,n
s
k

≈−
nsk
2
log det(ρXk+R

s
k)−

1

2
tr(ρXk+R

s
k)
−1 s

k

+const (31)

where

s
k=

nsk

j=1

z
s,j
k −Hkmk|k−1 z

s,j
k −Hkmk|k−1

T

(32)

=Zsk+n
s
k(̄z
s
k−Hkmk|k−1)(̄z

s
k−Hkmk|k−1)

T. (33)

The logarithm of the MS likelihood (14) is the sum of
the SS log likelihoods

logp Zckxk,Xk,n
s
k
S

s=1
=

S

s=1

logpZskxk,Xk,n
s
k

(34)

≈−
1

2

S

s=1

nsklog det(ρXk+R
s
k)+tr(ρXk+R

s
k)
−1 s

k

+const. (35)

=logLk(Z
c
k|Xk) (36)

whereLk(Z
c
k|Xk) is shorthand notation for the approximate

MS likelihood as a function of the set of measurements
Zckand the extent stateXk. The particle filter proceeds to
approximate the posterior at timekby a new set of weighted
particles

w(i)k,X
(i)
k

Np

i=1
(37)

as described in Algorithm 1.
Particles are sampled from the importance distribution

q·|X(i)k−1,Z
c
k =φ

−1φ(X(i)k−1)+vk (39)

whereφ(X) extracts from a matrixX∈S2++the equivalent
ellipse’s minor axis, major axis, and orientation, andφ−1(·)
is the inverse, i.e.,φ−1(·) generates a matrixX∈S2++
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a minor axis, a major axis, and an orientation.3The ran-
dom variablevkis zero-mean Gaussian distributed

4with
covariance matrix

v=diag(σ
p
axmin
)2,(σpaxmax)

2,(σ
p
θ)
2 (40)

whereσ
p
axmin andσ

p
axmax are the standard deviations for the

major and minor axes,σ
p
θis the standard deviation for the

orientation, and diag(·)produces a diagonal matrix.
Then, particle weights are updated based on the likeli-

hood function of the observed dataZckfrom all sensors, see
(38). The likelihoodLkZ

c
k|Xk is given in (36), and takes

into account all information at timek. Last, a resampling
strategy is adopted to avoid particle degeneracy problem,
e.g., see [37].
A target extent estimate is given by theminimum mean

square errorestimator, which is optimal in terms ofMSE

X̂k|k E Xk|Z
c,k = XkpXk|Z

c,kdXk (41)

≈

Np

i=1

X(i)kw
(i)
k (42)

where the approximation is given by the particle represen-
tation andNpis the number of particles. Afterward, the

estimation at timek, i.e.,̂Xk, is used for the next prediction
step.

IV. EXTENDED TARGET PREDICTION

In tracking algorithms, the update is typically coupled
with a prediction. The same prediction can be used re-
gardless of the number of sensors. For completeness, the
extended target prediction is briefly reviewed here [34].

A. Kinematic State Prediction

The kinematic state transition density is

p(xk|xk−1)=N xk;fk,k−1(xk−1),Qk (43)

wherefk,k−1(xk−1) is a function that describes the motion
of the target. The updated mean and covariance are given
by the extended Kalman filter prediction

mk|k−1=fk,k−1(xk−1) (44)

Pk|k−1=Fk,k−1Pk−1|k−1F
T

k,k−1+Qk (45)

3Note that it is theoretically possible thatφ(X
(i)
k−1)+vkgives a length

or a width that is not positive; a zero or negative length/width does not
have a physical interpretation. In practice, this unlikely issue has a simple
solution: if the length/width is smaller thanemin, it is set equal toemin.
4Other importance sampling distributions can be used, e.g., direct sam-
pling of random matrices. The advantage of the proposed importance
distribution is the simplicity in setting its parameters, thanks to their phys-
ical meaning (e.g., for ship tracking they represent the length, width, and
orientation of ships). For importance sampling, the inverse Wishart pdf
was tested, and similar performance was seen in this case. Using a Gaus-
sian pdf in the importance sampling is preferred because the Gaussian pdf
has more flexibility in setting the “randomness” of the three parameters
that determine the shape and size of the target extent, i.e., the orientation
andthetwoaxes.

where

Fk,k−1=∇xk−1fk,k−1(xk−1)xk−1=x̂k−1|k−1 (46)

is the Jacobian offk,k−1(xk−1) with respect to the state
xk−1, evaluated at the expected valuêxk−1|k−1,andQkis
the process noise covariance.

B. Inverse Wishart Extent Prediction

In case the extent pdf is approximated by an inverse
Wishart pdf, the extent state transition density is

p(Xk|Xk−1,xk−1)

=Wd Xk;νk|k−1,
(xk−1)Xk−1 (xk−1)

T

νk|k−1
(47)

where (·) is a rotation matrix and the Wishart pdf is de-
fined as in Table I. Given the posterior extentXk−1and
the posterior kinematic statexk−1, the expected predicted
extent is (xk−1)Xk−1 (xk−1)

T. The parameterνk|k−1gov-
erns the extent process noise: The larger theνk|k−1,the
lower the process noise. Thus, the extent prediction cor-
responds to rotating the extent by an amount specified by
the kinematic state, and increasing the covariance. In [34],
the predicted parametersvk|k−1andVk|k−1are computed
using a series of density approximations that minimize the
Kullback–Leibler divergence. Here, we use a computation-
ally efficient approximation and update the parameters as
follows:

vk|k−1=2d+2+e
−Ts/τ vk−1|k−1−2d−2 (48)

Vk|k−1= vk|k−1−2d−2

×
(̂xk−1|k−1)Vk−1|k−1 (̂xk−1|k−1)

vk−1|k−1−2d−2
(49)

whereτis a time constant related to the agility with which
the target may change its extent over time,Tsis the sampling
time, anddis the dimension of the extent matrix. Thus,
in this approximate prediction the parameterτreplaces
the Wishart transition density degrees of freedomνk|k−1.
However, note that the effect of the prediction is the same
as if the prediction from [34] had been used: The extent
expected value is rotated, and the covariance is increased.

C. Particle Approximation Extent Prediction

Given the hypothesis that the extent does not tend to
change over time, inspired by [9], we exploit as extent
prediction

X̂k|k−1=X̂k−1|k−1 (50)

whereX̂k−1|k−1is given by the estimator in (42) at time

k−1andX̂k|k−1is the extent prediction at timek.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION STUDY

CMRE Reprint Series

The presented Bayesian ETT updates are compared us-
ing simulated data.
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Fig. 1. Two simulators are depicted: (a) Simulator 1 and (b) Simulator 2.

TABLE II
Parameter Setting Simulator 1

Parameter Notation Value

Sampling time Ts 1s
Std. process noise σpos 0.1m·s−2

Maximum turn-rate θmax 1◦

Std. turn-rate noise σφ 0.1◦

Std. heading noise σh 1◦

Target length lt 70 m
Target width wt 15 m
Number of frames kmax 200
Maximum velocity target vmax 15 m·s−1

Minimum velocity target vmin 0.5 m·s−1

Num. detects. time per sensor Nd variable
Num. of sensors S 4
Std. noise range σr 10 m
Std. noise azimuth σθ 2◦

A. Setup

The simulator setups are shown in Fig. 1. The first sim-
ulator, called Simulator 1 from here on, consists of four
sensors, see Fig. 1(a). In each Monte Carlo run, the tar-
get’s initial position is randomly selected within the sensor
network’s hull, and the target tracks are randomly gener-
ated. The simulated target follows both linear and curved
trajectories. The number of detections per scan is variable
and depends on the distance between the target and the
sensor, as well as on the simulator’s parameters, i.e., the az-
imuthal accuracy and the range resolution. The parameters
are summarized in Table II. The goal of this simulator is
to obtain the average performance of the different updates
when Monte Carlo trials are performed.
The second simulator, called Simulator 2 from here on,

consists of a variable number of sensors (ranging from 1
to 10) equally spaced on a circumference of radius 2 km
and center 2.4 km inxand−4.8kminy, see Fig. 1(b).
In this case, the target moves on a straight line and has a
fixed starting point. The simulation environment is fixed
and detailed analysis, such as varying number of sensors
or sensor noises, can be safely performed. The Simulator
2 parameters are summarized in Table III.
Finally, Tables IV and V show the basic sets of param-

TABLE III
Parameter Setting Simulator 2

Parameter Notation Value

Sampling time Ts 1s
Std. process noise σpos 10−8m·s−2

Target length lt 100 m
Target width wt 30 m
Target orientation φt π/4
Num. of frames kmax 200
Num. detects. time per sensor Nd 20–1000
Num. of sensors S 1−10
Std. noise range σr 1–20 m
Std. noise azimuth σθ 1◦–5◦

TABLE IV
Parameter Setting Algorithms for Simulator 1

Parameter Notation Value

Sampling time Ts 1s
Std. process noise σpos 0.1m·s−2

Time constant τ 10
Scaling factor ρ 1
Num. of particles Np 103

Std. prediction axis min. σ
p
axmin 1m

Std. prediction axis max. σ
p
axmax 2m

Std. prediction orientation σ
p
θ 2◦

TABLE V
Parameter Setting Algorithms for Simulator 2

Parameter Notation Value

Sampling time Ts 1s
Std. process noise σpos 10−8m·s−2

Time constant τ 10
Scaling factor ρ 1
Num. of particles Np 103

Std. prediction axis min. σ
p
axmin 0.6 m

Std. prediction axis max. σ
p
axmax 0.6 m

Std. prediction orientation σ
p
θ 0.3◦

eters used by the compared approaches when Simulators 1
and 2 are exploited, respectively.
The random vectorxk=[pk,vk,ωk]

T∈R5is the kine-
matic state, and describes target’s positionpk∈R

2
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Fig. 2. Errors in (a) position, (b) velocity, (c) length, (d) width, (e) orientation, and the (f) Frobenius matrix error are depicted for the four compared
approaches averaged on 103Monte Carlo trials on Simulator 1.

vk∈R
2and turn-rateωk∈R

1. The motion modelf(·)and
process noise covarianceQare

f(Xk)=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

10
sin(ωkTs)

ωk

−1+cos(ωkTs)

ωk
0

01
1−cos(ωkTs)

ωk

sin(ωkTs)

ωk
0

0 0 cos(ωkTs) −sin(ωkTs) 0
00 sin(ωkTs) cos(ωkTs) 0
00 0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Xk,

(51a)

Q=Gdiag σ2a,σ
2
a,σ

2
ω GT,G=

⎡

⎢
⎣

T2s
2
I202×1

TsI2 02×1
01×2 Ts

⎤

⎥
⎦

(51b)

whereTsis the sampling time,σais the acceleration stan-
dard deviation, andσωis the turn-rate standard deviation.
The rotation matrix (·)isdefinedas

(Xk)=
cos(ωkTs) −sin(ωkTs)
sin(ωkTs) cos(ωkTs)

. (52)

The performance metrics used for the assessment are the
root mean square errors in position (pos), velocity (vel),
length (len), width (wid), and orientation (or). Further-
more, the Frobenius matrix error ( FE) for the target extent
Xkis adopted to have an overall performance index for
target’s extent estimation.

TABLE VI
Estimation Errors Averaged on 103Monte Carlo Trials on Simulator 1

Algorithm pos[m] vel[m·s−1] wid[m] len[m] or[◦] FE

FA 1.75 0.328 49.1 21.3 18.1 1698.7
MSULL 1.88 0.324 30.0 10.9 14.0 969.3
MSFFK 1.95 0.324 22.2 10.3 16.3 830.1
PF 2.17 0.317 3.2 2.0 1.72 110.9

Fig. 3. Histogram of the Frobenius matrix errors for the four compared
approaches averaged on 103Monte Carlo trials on Simulator 1.

B. Results

Simulator 1: Fig. 2 shows the results averaged over
103Monte Carlo trials. The PF

CMRE Reprint Series

clearly has the smallest
extent estimation errors; however, the price for the improved
performance is an increase in the computational burden.
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Fig. 4. Frobenius matrix error versus the number of the sensors is
depicted for the four compared approaches: (a) time behavior and (b)
histogram representation. The results are averaged on 103Monte Carlo

trials using Simulator 2.

How the computational time scales with the number of
particles is shown in Fig. 7. One can note that the kinematics
(i.e., position and velocity) are well estimated by all four
updates. Very small differences can be seen for the position
estimates; however, these are limited to less than 1 m.
Regarding the estimated extent, the errors for length,

width, and orientation follow the same trend as the Frobe-
nius matrix error does. FA is the worst algorithm, whereas
MSULL and MSFFK have comparable average perfor-
mance. Table VI summarizes the estimation errors (the best
outcomes are highlighted in boldface text). Fig. 3 provides
empirical distributions of the Frobenius matrix errors for
the four updates, confirming the above-mentioned analysis
and ranking of the updates.
Simulator 2: The other test cases are run using Sim-

ulator 2. From here on, the kinematic estimations will be
omitted because the four algorithms share the kinematic
measurement update step and same performance are ex-
pected for these parameters. Furthermore, only the Frobe-
nius matrix error, which is the unique overall quality index,

Fig. 5. Histogram representation of the Frobenius matrix error versus
the number of detections per sensor is depicted. The results are averaged

on 103Monte Carlo trials using Simulator 2.

Fig. 6. Histogram representation of the Frobenius matrix error versus
the sensor noise level is depicted. The results are averaged on 500 Monte
Carlo trials using Simulator 2. “Very low” indicatesσr=1 m and
σθ=1

◦, “low” indicatesσr=5 m andσθ=2
◦, “medium” indicates

σr=15 m andσθ=3
◦, “high” indicatesσr=20 m andσθ=4

◦,and
“very high” indicatesσr=20 m andσθ=5

◦.

CMRE Reprint Series

will be considered to point out the differences in the targets’
extent estimation.
As first analysis, the variation of number of sensors

is considered. Fig. 4 shows the behavior of the Frobenius
matrix error over time and the related histogram represen-
tation. The higher the number of sensors to fuse, the greater
the accuracy of all the tracking approaches. A final remark
is related to the ranking among the algorithms, which is
quite independent from the number of sensors.
The same considerations can be done when the Frobe-

nius matrix error versus the number of target detections per
sensor is evaluated, see Fig. 5. The higher the number of
target detections per sensor, the greater the performance
accuracy (measured by the Frobenius matrix error).
A further analysis is devoted to the robustness of the

compared approaches with respect to the sensor noise level.
Five levels of noises are exploited in Fig. 6 ranging from
“very low” to “very high.” Obviously, the improvements in
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Fig. 7. Histogram representation of the Frobenius matrix error versus
the number of particles is depicted in (a), whereas the computational time
per scan versus the number of particles for thePFapproach is shown in

(b) using Simulator 2.

the algorithm performance are clear when an increase of
the sensor noise is shown. In the case of low sensor noise
levels, the performance of MSFFK, MSULL, FA, andPF
are comparable. On other hand, when the sensor noise level
can be considered high, the ranking among the compared
algorithms is better defined. The best approach is always
represented by thePFmethod, whereas MSFFK shows its
ability to deal with high levels of sensor noise.
Finally, an analysis varying the number of particles used

by thePFapproach is depicted in Fig. 7. It is clear that about
103particles seem to be enough: Fewer means noticeably
poorer error, while more particles seem to contribute lit-
tle compared to the increase of the computational burden.
Thus, a number of particles of 103(used in this paper for
both the setups) can be advisable.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

In this paper, a study of MS Bayesian ETT has been
shown. The extended targets have been modeled into the
random matrix framework, i.e., the extended target state
consists of a kinematic state vector and an extent matrix.

Four different extent matrix measurement updates have
been presented using the same MS kinematic vector mea-
surement update. One of the updates is based on a particle
approximation of the extent state pdf; the other three are
based on an inverse Wishart representation of the extent
state pdf. Of the inverse Wishart updates, one is based on
FAs, and the last two are MS generalizations of existing SS
updates.
Extensive numerical results, using two different simu-

lation setups, pointed out that the best performance is ob-
tained by thePF-based approach. As usual, there is no free
lunch, and the improved performance comes at the price of
an increased computational burden.
Finally, the integration of the MS filters proposed in this

paper into a multiple ETT algorithm, enabling to work in
a real environment with clutter measurements and multiple
extended targets, deserves further investigations.

APPENDIX
A. REVIEW OF SS UPDATE

In this section, we give a brief review of SSGIWupdates,
focusing on two different updates that are later generalized
to multiple sensors, namely, the updates found in [9] and
[35]. WithS=1 sensor, the MS measurement likelihood
(14) simplifies to

pZ1kxk,Xk,n
1
k =

n1k

j=1

N z
1,j
k ;Hkxk,ρXk+R

1
k .

(53)

A. Gaussian Kinematic State Update

The SS kinematic state update used in [9] and [35]
updates the Gaussian parameters as

mSSk|k=mk|k−1+K
1
k|k−1 z̄

1
k−Hkmk|k−1 (54)

PSSk|k=Pk|k−1−K
1
k|k−1HkPk|k−1 (55)

where

S1k|k−1=HkPk|k−1H
T

k+Ŷ
1
k|k−1 (56)

K1k|k−1=Pk|k−1H
T

k S
1
k|k−1

−1
(57)

and̄z1kandŶ
1
k|k−1are defined in Table I fors=1.

B. Inverse Wishart Extent Update

1)FFK: The SS extent update in [9] is based on the
assumption that the extentXkis approximately equal to the
predicted estimateX̂k|k−1. This update is here calledFFK,
after the authors’ initials. The inverse Wishart parameters
are updated as

vFFKk|k =vk|k−1+nk (58)

VFFKk|k =Vk|k−1+Z
1
k|k−1+L

1
k|k−1
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where

Z1k|k−1=X̂
T
2

k|k−1 Ŷ
1
k|k−1

−T2Z1k Ŷ
1
k|k−1

−12X̂
1
2

k|k−1 (60)

L1k|k−1=X̂
T
2

k|k−1 S
1
k|k−1

−T2N1k|k−1 S
1
k|k−1

−12X̂
1
2

k|k−1

(61)

N1k|k−1= z̄1k|k−1−Hkmk|k−1 z̄
1
k|k−1−Hkmk|k−1

T

(62)

and̄z1k,̂Xk|k−1,and̂Y
1
k|k−1are defined in Table I.

2)ULL: The SS update in [35] is derived using lin-
earization of the logarithm of the likelihood (14) around the
nominal point

(xk,Xk)= x̂k|k−1,̂Xk|k−1 (63)

followed by bias compensation. This update is here called
ULL(unbiased log-likelihood linearization). Derivation de-
tails are given in [35], where a small simulation study shows
that theULLupdate outperforms theFFKupdate. The inverse
Wishart parameters are updates as

vULLk|k =vk|k−1+n
1
k (64)

VULLk|k =Vk|k−1+M
1
k|k−1 (65)

where

M1k|k−1=n
1
kX̂k|k−1+n

1
kρX̂k|k−1(C

1
k|k−1)

−1

× 1
k|k−1−C

1
k|k−1 (C

1
k|k−1)

−1X̂k|k−1 (66)

1
k|k−1=

1

n1k

n1k

j=1

z
1,j
k −Hkmk|k−1 z

1,j
k −Hkmk|k−1

T

(67)

= z̄1k−Hkmk|k−1 z̄
1
k−Hkmk|k−1

T
+
Z1k
n1k
(68)

C1k|k−1=HkPk|k−1H
T

k+ρX̂k|k−1+R
1
k (69)

andX̂k|k−1is defined in Table I.

B. DERIVATION SKETCH

In this section, we give some details related to the deriva-
tion of the MS generalization of the FFK and the ULL
updates (i.e., MSFFK and MSULL).

A. MSFFK

The MS likelihood can be written as

p(Zck|xk,Xk)=

S

s=1

nsk

j=1

N z
s,j
k ;Hkxk,ρXk+R

s
k .(70)

The product for the generic sensorsin (70), i.e., the SS
likelihood, can be factorized as follows:

p(Zck|xk,Xk)∝

S

s=1

N z̄sk;Hkxk,
ρXk+R

s
k

nsk

×

S

s=1

|ρXk+R
s
k|
−
nsk−1

2 etr−
1

2
Zsk ρXk+R

s
k
−1
.

(71)

see, e.g., [8, Appendix C] or [24, Appendix A].
By applying the Gaussian product formula, and using

the approximation in (26), we get

p(Zck|xk,Xk)∝N z̄ck|k−1;Hkxk,Y
c
k

×

S

s=1

|Xk|
−
nsk−1

2 etr−
1

2
Zsk|k−1X

−1
k (72)

withZsk|k−1defined in (23c) and

Yck=

S

s=1

ρXk+R
s
k

nsk

−1
−1

(73)

Multiplying with a factorized prior, we get

pxk,Xk|Z
c,k ∝pZck|xk,Xkpxk,Xk|Z

c,k−1

∝pZck|xk,Xkpxk|Z
c,k−1 pXk|Z

c,k−1 (74)

∝N xk;m
MS
k|k,P

MS
k|k−1 N z̄ck|k−1;Hkmk|k−1,S

c
k|k−1

×|Xk|
−
nk−S

2

S

s=1

etr−
1

2
Zsk|k−1X

−1
k

×IWd Xk;vk|k−1,Vk|k−1 . (75)

By applying a Cholesky approximation of the type (26) to
Sck|k−1, the posterior becomes

p(xk|Z
c,k−1)p(Xk|Z

c,k−1)

∝N xk;m
MS
k|k,P

MS
k|k−1 etr−

1

2
Lck|k−1X

−1
k |Xk|

−
nk
2

×etr −
1

2

S

s=1

Zsk|k−1X
−1
k IWd Xk;vk|k−1,Vk|k−1

(76)

∝N xk;m
MS
k|k,P

MS
k|k−1 IWd Xk;v

MSFFK
k|k ,VMSFFKk|k .

(77)

B. MSULL

The MS log likelihood is written as

logp(Zck|xk,Xk)

=

S

s=1

nsk

j=1

logN z
s,j
k ;Hkxk,ρXk+R

s
k
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∝

S

s=1

nsklog det(ρXk+R
s
k) (79)

+

nsk

j=1

z
s,j
k −Hkxk

T

ρXk+R
s
k
−1
z
s,j
k −Hkxk

=

S

s=1

nsk log det(Xk)+log det(ρI+X
−T/2
k R

s
kX
−1/2
k )

+

nsk

j=1

Tr z
s,j
k −Hkxk z

s,j
k −Hkxk

T

ρXk+R
s
k
−1

(80)

whereIis the identity matrix and Tr[·] is the matrix trace.
By introducing

k=X
−1
k (81)

s
k= z

s,j
k −Hkxk z

s,j
k −Hkxk

T

(82)

Taylor expanding around the point

k̂|k−1=X̂
−1
k|k−1 (83)

ŝ
k|k−1= z

s,j
k −Hk̂xk|k−1 z

s,j
k −Hk̂xk|k−1

T

(84)

and performing a bias compensation, we get

p(Zck|xk,Xk)∝

S

s=1

nsk

j=1

N z
s,j
k ;Hkxk,ρ̂Xk|k−1+R

s
k

×

S

s=1

IWd Xk;n
s
k,M

s
k|k−1 . (85)

See [35] for a proof in the case of a SS. The MS gen-
eralization is straightforward due to the independence be-
tween the sensors. The double-product of Gaussians can be
rewritten as

N z̄ck|k−1;Hkxk,Y
c
k|k−1 . (86)

Its proof follows from [24, App. A] and applying the Gaus-
sian product formula.
By multiplying the likelihood with a factorized prior,

the MSULL kinematic update follows from the standard
Kalman filter update. The product of inverse Wishart
likelihoods and the inverse Wishart prior distribution
can easily be rewritten to obtain the MSULL extent
update (24a) and (24b).
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